
The Network is funded by

✓ The catalyst and coordinator for

cooperation on clean energy

✓ The practical instrument for cooperation

activities in the area of clean energy

technologies:

1. Renewable Energy Technologies 

2. Energy Efficiency and DSM 

3. Clean Fossil Fuels

4. Carbon Capture, Storage and Usage

5. Regional Electricity Market Integration, 

and 

Climate Change as a Cross-Cutting topic

2010 
Creation

2016 
Phase II

2019 
Phase III

The Network at a glance
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The Network is funded by

What we do

• Technical Site Visits, Study Tours

• Facilitation of Exchange/twinnings

• Facilitation of R&D collaborations

• Capacity building, Training Seminars

• Policy Studies, Technical Papers                         Experts Network
• Workshops, Conferences                                   Institutions Network

Open/free membership (inclusive membership policy)

EU GCC CLEAN ENERGY 

TECHNOLOGY NETWORK
Join us: www.eugcc-cleanergy.net 

Contact us: contact@eugcc-cleanergy.net 
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https://www.unbonn.org/UNFCCC
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The purpose is to challenge states, regions, cities, companies, investors

and citizens to step up actions in six areas:

PARIS AGREEMENT AND SDGs



KEY PILLARS FOR ACCELERATING THE 
ENERGY TRANSITIONS

Finance 

& 
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Technology 
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Energy 

Transitions
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Big Data
Knowledge 

Management



In addition, a number of clean technologies have good 

potential in the future:

• Heating & Cooling using solar technologies

• Building envelope : new efficient material

• Production of freshwater through desalination of waste 

formation water

• Smart Cities, Smart Grids, Smart meters
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Source: IRENA, 2018
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLES AS 
KEY DRIVERS FOR ENERGY TRANSITION

Buildings to contribute significantly to GHG emission reductions by 2050



IEA “ENERGY EFFICIENCY 2018”

“Energy Efficiency 2018” outlines a global

strategy focused on what governments can do to

capture the economic, social and environmental

benefits of enhanced energy efficiency.

IEA’s global analysis of energy efficiency has

identified the key actions that can deliver the most

positive impact.

This includes improving the efficiency of

buildings and industry.

It also highlights the importance of areas such as

aviation and shipping, where energy efficiency is

becoming increasingly important.

https://www.iea.org/efficiency2018/
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• Buildings responsible for 40% of energy consumption and

36% of GHG emissions in EU

• 75% of the housing stock is energy inefficient, missing the benefits 

of increased renovation.

• Renovation rates are too low and renovation depth is too shallow.

• Need to accelerate and finance building renovation investments. 

• Need to tap the potential of smart building technologies.

• Need for increasing the use of renewables

Some interesting facts

Why Buildings are so important
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE GCC

• Residential

• Commercial

• Industrial

• Industrial

• Residential

•Transportation

Source: Frost & Sullivan analysis 8



EE first, then RES  (Recital 15: “alternative supply systems should be considered for new 

buildings (…) first ensuring that energy needs for heating and cooling are reduced” )
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nearly Zero Energy Building 

TECHNICAL DEFINITION

Technically reasonable achievable national energy use EP > 0 kWh/m2 year) of

non-renewable primary energy of delivered energy carriers achieved with best

practice energy efficiency measures and renewable energy technologies which may

or may not be cost optimal:



GRID CONNECTED SPV ROOF TOP 
SYSTEMS
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Replaced OCGT: @ 600 USD/kW

Savings = 269.076.000 USD 



Building Sector Energy Efficiency in the GCC
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TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

• Right mix of energy efficiency measures and renewable energy

• Longer term vision (life cycle costs)

• Deep renovation variety measures, optimization & management

• Big data and knowledge management

• District solutions (heating, cooling networks + renewables)

• Interaction (e-storage, smart grid, e-mobility, smart buildings)
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BEFORE AND AFTER – FACTOR 10 REDUCTION IN ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION DOWN TO PASSIVHOUSE LEVELS, TEVESSTRASSE
FRANKFURT, GERMANY 

230 kwh/m²/y for heating

17,5 kwh/m²/y   for 

heating 
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Pilot projects for demonstration



• Public Authorities to further develop their national strategies, plans and 
policies to create stable outlook for the EE in buildings market (including 
energy subsidy reforms);

• Involve all the sector stakeholders in an inclusive approach to address 
the barriers to renovation.

• Improve awareness of demonstration projects on a larger scale, 
focusing also on renovation of existing buildings

• Develop workforce skills, ideally through national strategies (i.e. 
Build-UP Skills implementation,…)

• Private Sector (Escos,…) to deliver energy efficiency and RES 
technologies and solutions to market (energy performance contracting,…)

• Plan (financial) support measures to stimulate market development as 
part of the EE building’s roadmaps. 14

Looking Forward


